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Auckland —
defined by
congestion
Businesses say a single AucklandWellington strategy is critical

A

uckland businesses
have told us Auckland’s
transport strategy is not
making the difference it
should for the size of the
investment being made — about $1.6
billion a year.
It is not helping improve the way
people and freight travel around our
fast-growing city.
It is not helping New Zealand’s
further economic growth and
productivity. It is adding to
congestion and Aucklanders’
frustration travelling around the city.
They want a Wellington and
Auckland leadership consensus over
the city’s transport problems and
solutions.
We say it is time for an aligned,
single Wellington-Auckland transport
strategy and action plan:
● An agreed strategy that clearly sets
out Auckland’s and the Government’s
immediate and next generation of
transport investments.
● A package of short and mediumterm projects that focuses on
removing congestion bottlenecks and
improving access to where most
Aucklanders live and work.
It would be a strategy and mix of
projects that both the Government
and Auckland Council endorse, which
clearly addresses congestion and
access issues holding back Auckland’s
economic growth and productivity —
with speed and urgency.
Once we have agreement on what
investments will make the greatest
difference, attention can then turn to
funding. Funding should follow
strategy.
No bank lends or invests money
without full details of what it will be
used for and the likely return.
Taxpayers and
ratepayers
shouldn’t either.
This is the
message we are
taking to the
Government and
Auckland
Council.
Auckland
deserves a single
transport strategy with an agreed
package of immediate projects that
reduces congestion, supports
economic growth and productivity,
and guarantees access to employment
and housing development areas.
For the future prosperity of
Auckland and New Zealand, it is
critical that we make this change of
attitude and approach.
This supplement sets out the

Forum pushes
for better travel
The Auckland Business Forum was
established in 2000 with a single
aim: To ensure that Auckland
progresses its strategic transport
network — an integrated motorway
system with options of “affordable”
public transport — as rapidly as
possible and to keep pace with
Auckland’s population and
economic growth.
The catalyst for establishing the
forum was a shared frustration
within Auckland’s business
community at the increasing timecost to businesses — then
estimated at $1 billion annually —
arising from Auckland’s severe
traffic congestion.
The forum’s membership brings
together a cross-section of
Auckland industry and commerce
whose role includes guardianship of
businesses responsible for more
than 500,000 Auckland jobs and
generating more than a third of
New Zealand’s gross domestic
product.
For more information, contact
chairman Michael Barnett on
027-5631-150 or
mbarnett@chamber.co.nz, or
project co-ordinator Tony Garnier,
0274-990-155 or
tg.vsg@clear.net.nz.

Auckland deserves a single
transport strategy with an
agreed package of
immediate projects that
reduces congestion . . .
concerns of Auckland Business
Forum members over what’s
currently being planned — what’s
unacceptable — and why it is now
critical that the Government and the
Auckland Council put aside
differences and work together to
achieve an agreed transport strategy
and package of projects over the way
the Auckland transport system should
develop.

Despite a huge investment, road congestion is getting worse.
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City’s transport plan
locking in gridlock
An agreed single plan of attack is required
to unclog roads, writes Michael Barnett
Auckland faces economic gridlock if
current Auckland transport plans are
not changed.
We are a modern international
city, but with a transport system
holding us back.
Most of the money to fix Auckland’s transport has come from central government — about $1 billion a
year for the past decade. Government’s spend has been on critically
needed “catch up” projects from
earlier decades of underinvestment —
the motorway system, North Shore
busway, electrification of commuter
rail, and a share with Auckland
Council in bus and rail infrastructure.
Auckland Council is spending
around $600 million a year — most

visible are the local road and footpath
upgrades, cycleways and public transport. But is the spend value for
money?
Despite the huge investment in
transport, we continue to be on the
back foot. Last year alone, 35,000 cars
were added to our traffic fleet. Congestion and access issues are getting
worse, and costs and frustration are
reaching breaking point. Aucklanders

Michael Barnett
is chief executive
of the Auckland
Chamber of
Commerce and
chairman of the
Auckland
Business Forum.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Time for some joined up planning
Present plans weak, argues Stephen Selwood
Unlocking Auckland’s potential to be
the world’s most liveable city requires
joined up transport and urban planning. Prioritised transport investment, traffic management, technology,
tolls and targeted intensification will
be critical.
The Auckland Council is grappling with ways to manage growth as
it seeks to implement the Auckland
Plan aspiration to turn Auckland
from an expansive car-based metropolis to a “quality compact city”
supported by public transport.
But will the planned growth and
investment strategy provide an
attractive liveable city for the projected 1 million more people by 2050,
or a population of 3 million in 50
years or more? Not according to
Auckland Council information which
reveals that if plans are implemented,
Auckland is heading for gridlock from
the late 2020s (see graph on p18).
Traffic modelling shows Auckland
will have fewer jobs accessible by a
30-minute commute beyond 2025 than
we have today, speeds for the 70 per

cent of commuters without access to
viable public transport services will
be lower, inter-peak travel congestion
will become a serious problem and
freight and commercial trips will be
slower and costlier.
The policies and programmes
identified by the council are not
having the impact required to keep
Auckland moving.
At the heart of any transport
efficiency problem are two factors:
services (roads and public transport)
and demand (generated by the location of homes and businesses).
On the services side, a first principles review of the timing,
sequencing and prioritisation of
major transport projects is required.
We must understand why traffic stops
moving between 2025 and 2035 and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Stephen
Selwood is chief
executive of the
New Zealand
Council for
Infrastructure
Development .
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Clogged roads costing millions
Opportunity
being missed to
speed up vital
projects, writes
Chris Burke

T

o avoid Auckland’s economy grinding to a halt,
the Government and
Auckland Council must
quickly come up with a
single agreed transport strategy that
focuses action on the real issues
affecting the movement of people and
goods around the city.
There are two big issues affecting
Auckland’s building and construction
industry:
● Congestion is costing civil contractors millions of dollars of down
time and lost productivity.
● The lack of co-ordination between
construction clients, especially central
and local government, means an
opportunity is being missed, to bundle
procurement, provide continuity of
work and speed up delivery through
a joined up approach.
While Government-commissioned
reports indicate that traffic congestion
is a major factor in productivity and
efficiency losses in civil construction,
Auckland’s transport plans fail to

Jammed roads are affecting big jobs such as the Waterview Connection.
define the problem or offer solutions.
That must be addressed.
At just the time when the industry
faces a huge construction programme,
congestion is getting worse.
The carriage of aggregates from
southern quarries to building and
construction sites around Auckland
has become a nightmare. Likewise,
the cartage of waste from construction sites, including major transport
projects like Waterview, can vary
from one to three hours.
Having trucks sitting idle for
hours a day at motorway on-ramps is
not only a huge waste of time, it is
also adding to the costs carried by
operators or passed on to clients, as
well as contributing to CO2 emissions.
Congestion is costing trucking

operators as much as a 20 per cent
reduction in revenue, which for large
fleet operators can reach millions of
dollars a year. For smaller companies,
it is making businesses marginal
unless they can pass the cost on to
clients.
Congestion has reached the point
where many construction workers
commute to their sites before dawn
and depart after the peak.
In other cases, construction sites
are closed mid-afternoon so workers
can
get
home
for
family
commitments.
Some obvious immediate actions
are needed:
● NZTA and AT need a fully integrated traffic management system —
so proposals submitted over many
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Chris Burke is
chairman of the
Auckland branch
of Civil
Contractors NZ

years without any action can proceed.
For example, enabling trucks to use
arterial roads or busways (outside
peak hours) without having to get on
the motorway
● A work programme to reduce
choke points along the motorway
system and accelerate the East-West
Connector.
At the heart of an AucklandWellington strategy must be an accelerated effort to improve the city’s
public transport system. Getting
single-occupancy commuter vehicles
off Auckland roads during the day
would free up the capacity for
contractors, transport operators and
other essential trades.
From our point of view, we are in
this for the long haul and if it takes
debt to fund the solution, then all
funding options should be considered
objectively.
We also acknowledge that the root
cause of the growing congestion is a
rapidly increasing population wanting to use a network with an almost
fixed capacity. Supply isn’t keeping
pace with demand.
Long term, some form of demand
management solution may be needed,
as in other fast-growing international
cities.
Meanwhile, increased public
transport funding is only viable if it
does not impact on the activities of
the people who build the city.
That’s what civil contractors want
to do — build to help meet Auckland’s
growth needs, so people can lead lives
in the confidence they can go from A
to B without spending half their lives
sitting in a vehicle in clogged traffic.
● For more information contact Chris
Burke on 0274-421-463

Transport merger well worth a look
An agreed transport strategy and
package of projects that addresses
both the Government’s and Auckland
Council’s transport objectives has
merit for other reasons besides attacking congestion — important as that is.
Continuity of work for the construction industry is vital for Auckland’s prosperity. While the sector has
moved beyond the stop-go cycle of the
early 2000s, there are still challenges.
The sector’s productivity has flat-lined
for 20 years and is still below levels in
Australia. There is scope for improvement but this is not helped by
Auckland’s congestion and the small
size of some projects.
As well as the impact of congestion, especially for smaller firms, the
productivity performance is reflected
in a range of systemic issues, rather
than under-investment in capital. In
fact, for many the risk is that capital
investments are underutilised without
a steady pipeline of work.
Research suggests spreading out
the work so it coincides with
agencies’ available resources not only
results in price creep, but removes
incentive for transport providers to
get projects ready to go and tender
them as quickly as possible.
Our fragmented transport delivery

system means we are missing the
opportunity to bundle procurement
through a joined up approach. A good
example is the Mill Rd upgrade
project Auckland Transport is managing, while nearby NZTA is widening
the southern motorway.
A single joined up pipeline of
forward building and construction
work under a single transport delivery arrangement could provide better:
● Planning by all participants in the
sector.
● Scheduling of investment in skills
and capital.
● Co-ordination between construction clients (particularly central and
local government) that could lead to
better scheduling of construction projects.
The greater the procurement of
materials and the sooner projects are
ready to start building, the cheaper
they are. For example, the Mill Rd
corridor project would be considerably cheaper as a single design and
build contract, not stretched out
beyond 2025 as proposed. Auckland
Transport has estimated the project
will cost $472 million; adjusted for
inflation over 20-plus years, the cost
balloons to more than $800 million.
We support a bolder approach, in

Continuity of work for
the construction
industry is vital for
Auckland’s prosperity.
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which value for money dictates a
faster pace to complete the whole of
the route within 10 years.
Logic suggests significant
efficiency gains and value for money
would result from a joint strategy by
NZTA and Auckland Transport for
both the Southern Motorway widening and Mill Rd corridor works.
Better returns from the investment by
tax and ratepayers would be achieved
from Auckland having a single delivery agency with a single plan.

Another example of costly, time
wasting duplication is the planning
for the East-West Corridor. Part of the
delay is because project planning has
to be signed off by Auckland Council,
the Auckland Transport board and
the NZTA board.
In the city centre alone, some 30
major construction projects are
proposed over the next few years.
Unless these are carefully planned
and scheduled, they will cause transport headaches for contractors and
commuters. Large delivery loads will
be a daily event, affecting traffic on
the motorways and city streets.
Having a joined up traffic management plan ready to go that extends
NZTA’s “One Network” approach into
Auckland Transport’s central city
streets is a further practical benefit
that would result from a merged
NZTA and Auckland Transport
— Chris Burke
operation.
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Quick fixes
to congestion
Michael Barnett
It shouldn’t have been a surprise
to anyone, least of all Auckland
Council, that newly appointed
Transport Minister Simon
Bridges last year flagged that he
was sceptical about whether the
options being presented to
Aucklanders would deliver tangible value-for-money benefits to
moving people and freight
around Auckland.
Business has been of that
view for some time, and has
offered solutions in submissions
to the council’s transport and
long term plans.
But I suggest there is a
significant potential for quick
improvements to Auckland’s
congestion through a range of
other initiatives:
● Getting as much use as possible out of the transportation
system we have.
● Removing parking from
major arterial routes.
● Introducing more high occupancy lanes.
● An integrated traffic management programme covering
arterials and motorways and
selected local roads, providing
real-time traffic information
services, and providing more
choice, such as alternative
routes.
● Improving and expanding
park and ride facilities at rail
and busway stations.
In the medium term, Auckland’s
critical SH1 spine through the
city from Drury to Albany
should be three lanes each way,
all the way.
There are a lot of issues at the
Mt Wellington overbridge, New
Zealand’s worst congestion
choke point.
It is unacceptable that NZTA
and Auckland Transport seem to
want to retain this choke point
indefinitely, to prevent congestion spreading further along the
network.

New crossing needs
to link to the east
Planned harbour
tunnel route due
for a re-think,
writes Stephen
Selwood

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
have had enough. They want immediate action focused on what matters
most — unblocking choke points and
congestion bottlenecks on the road
network.
But it isn’t happening. Auckland’s
transport strategy lacks a clear work
programme to fix the issues that
frustrate Aucklanders every day.
For too long, Auckland’s transport
debate has been about trains and

Good leadership is
about partnership.
It is about
understanding that
we have limited
resources, so we
must learn to
prioritise correctly.

P

rojections for a dramatic
increase in congestion in
Auckland after 2025 also
show there will be a partial recovery from 2035.
The reason for this is a series of
motorway improvements that will
affect motorway speeds through the
day and travel time reliability.
This reinforces lessons learned
over the past decade: well-conceived
investment in roads reduces congestion. Combined with a fully priced
network that adjusts tolls to manage
demand as traffic volumes ebb and
flow, careful investment provides a
real opportunity to improve services
to road users.
Auckland’s biggest opportunity to
improve its strategic road network is
through the planned investment in an
additional Waitemata Harbour crossing linked to the east.
The proposed tunnel linking the
North Shore to Spaghetti Junction
has serious choke points to the north
and south which limit its effectiveness. Duplication of the existing corridor beside the Harbour Bridge adds
no new connectivity and wastes the
constrained transport budget.
For $4 billion to $5 billion we can
do better.
Previous transport authorities
with long-term vision for the city
protected a corridor which links the
CBD to key growth centres in Glen
Innes, Stonefields, Panmure, Mt Wellington, Onehunga, Pakuranga, Botany
and Flat Bush.
Connecting a harbour tunnel to
this corridor, underground so it
protects the views and amenity of the

City transport plan
locking in gridlock

The next harbour
crossing is
expected to cost
$4 to $5 billion.
Picture / Nick Reed

eastern suburbs, enables an extension
to Mt Wellington and beyond. Choke
points from Mt Wellington to Ellerslie
to Spaghetti Junction will be relieved
and freight and commerce will have
an alternative connection between the
industrial hubs of Penrose and East
Tamaki to the port and north.
A connection along this designated corridor will take traffic off
local roads, free up the Southern
Motorway and allow increased
development in the east.
Such a solution would be expensive, so its merits would have to be
carefully costed. The concerning outlook for transport in Auckland means
this option must be investigated
before a designation for the harbour
tunnel is pursued.
● For more information contact
Stephen Selwood on 021-791-209 or
email stephen.selwood@nzcid.org.nz

buses versus cars. All are essential.
Cars are an efficient, convenient
option for a spread-out city like
Auckland, where most of us have
multiple destinations each day. Safe
and reliable public transport is a
necessary part of a modern city’s
lifestyle.
We need to find ways to increase
public transport use, and to ensure
that Auckland’s 165,000 businesses,
most of which are small to medium
sized, many requiring multiple trips
across the city every day, are not
gridlocked as they do business.
An agreed, single transport plan
and work programme would do wonders for Auckland. It would give
Auckland and the rest of New Zealand
certainty that we are at last getting
ahead of the growth curve in addressing the city’s real time transport
infrastructure needs.
It would allow Government and
Auckland Council, taxpayers and ratepayers, to see that the huge investment New Zealand makes in Auckland transport represents value for
money.

Joined up planning vital for a liveable city
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
why it subsequently improves again
through to the 2040s. Opportunities
for improvement include:
● Enhancing the convenience of public transport services to major
demand centres like the universities,
schools, hospitals and the airport.
● Bus, ferry, train and park-and-ride
connections that work hand in glove.
● Intelligent traffic managements systems, such as traffic lights that
synchronise and real time road
pricing that adjusts price to traffic
speeds — lower prices when speeds
are high, higher prices when speeds
are low.
● Embracing technologies, including
electric and autonomous vehicles.

● Encouragement of remote working.
● Better prioritisation of transport
investment to projects that make a
difference. Three of the most significant city shaping projects planned
— the $2.5 billion City Rail Link, the
$5 billion Harbour Crossing and the
$2 billion plus Auckland Manukau
Eastern Transport Initiative (AMETI)
— all show poor returns on investment and could be improved.
On the demand side, the Proposed
Auckland Unitary Plan, which sets
out where homes, jobs and other
development occur, must be revised.
The Unitary Plan proposes piecemeal infill across much of the existing
urban area. Infill arguably achieves
the least desirable outcomes — density inadequate to support public
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transport and reduced suburban quality of life. Opportunities for improvement include:
● Removing the ability for property
owners to subdivide land where public transport services cannot be provided and shifting that growth to

public transport supported centres.
● Loosening restrictions relating to
heritage and character in areas like
the central isthmus.
● Much more growth in the central
city. In the next three years, half of all
Auckland Transport’s new capital
investment for the region will be
directed into the CBD. More growth
should be targeted there, or the
money redistributed where it is more
effective in supporting new housing.
● Less growth in the east until there
are adequate transport services
● Creation of a dense, new satellite
city like Brisbane’s Springfield.
None of these solutions will be easy,
but if the council can’t get traction on
most, the compact city policy is
unworkable and must be abandoned.

